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Flood 2008 and Midwest Railroads
This summer brought on another record and near record flood in the Midwest. At one point the
only railroad bridge of the Mississippi between the Quad Cities and St Louis was the Fort Madison IA
span carrying the BNSF Transcon. Even then freights using the bridge tiptoed through the Ft.
Madison yard and along the river front. The yard was a lake, Amtrak embargoed trains on the
Transcon east of Kansas City and for the first time since 1993 the West Quincy yard was deserted.
With help of David Fredrick and Jeremy Bubb we have put together a photographic essay on
the flood of 2008. We begin with David’s report on the Burlington Junction.
The Great Flood of 2008
As April began we were finishing up from a very wet winter and beginning a wet spring. In April the river
started to rise and we were concerned that we would have to close the flood gate in Quincy. (Eds Note: The
Gate is at the rear of Gardner Denver property) In Burlington the water rose and we were shut down for about
four days. In Quincy the water came up to 23.2 which shut the RR down for one day (it was a Sunday so it did
not matter anyway). The water receded and we thought we were safe. The first part of June the rains returned
flooding out Cedar Rapids and Iowa City. Several severe tornadoes were also noted in the same area. The
flooding continued down the Des Moines River and the Skunk River until it hit the Mississippi. On June 7 th we
started a new operation in Montgomery, Illinois and faced with flooding in both Quincy and Burlington the
stress level rose faster than the river level. On Monday June 13th the flood wall in Burlington was in place and
Quincy was preparing for the worst (after all this has only been 15 years since the last 500 year flood).
Customers have been notified and they were scrambling to get cars moved in and out to keep production
schedules going. Then on 6/11/08 the levee board decided that the flood wall in Quincy will close on 6/14/08.
On Saturday at 6 AM the BJRY crew arrived to remove the track at the flood wall so it could be closed and the
deed was done by 7AM
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At left; Burlington Junction employee Paul
Horter uses a cutting torch to cut
cut bolts off the rail joiners so the
the short section of rails may be
moved.
The gate is at the right edge of this
photo.

At right; the wall swings out from its normal
position. Note the short rails in front of it.
They are ones Paul was working on above.

Figure 2 closing the flood wall

At Left:
Figure 3 Push Harder!
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Eds note; David told me at first the gate would
not drop into position. Drainage district
workers tried pushing and using jacks to
get it to drop, then all of a sudden it just
dropped into place.

Right: BJRY workers begin the task of
removing the motors from the Gates at the
foot of Broadway. You’re right that’s Larry
S. who spent most of the morning with
them. Here the gates have already been
removed and they are starting to take
out the motors.
At this point I think you should realize that the flood eventually shut down every Mississippi
River crossing between St. Louis and the Quad Cities. The impact shut down the KCS at Louisiana
MO, NS at Hannibal MO, BNSF at West Quincy MO, KJRY at Keokuk IA, the BNSF and BJRY at

Burlington IA, The Iowa Interstate and the Crandic at Cedar Rapids and Iowa City, even UP felt the
effects of high water. I am sure I’ve left out some lines, but this gives you an idea of the magnitude.
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LEFT: BJRY employee John Morris is wrapping
the lead wires that came out of the box at his
right. They had originally intended to try and
waterproof the box (called a bungalow) but
easier to remove the entire box.

David wrote; “On June 15th Dana and I decided

to see what was going on down at the river
front and we found the lower 1/3 of the yard
was under water.
Due to my schedule I did not get back to the
river until June 22nd. This is what I found.”
Note the rolling stock way back in the right rear.

BJRY crews moved all the cars to the
extreme north end of the Front Street yard.
However there still was a time where they
had to get into that yard and move a few
of them for ADM.

David wrote: On June 24th ADM had some tank cars that were stranded in our yard and they needed to
offload the product for their production to continue and they asked if between BJRY and the BNSF the cars could be
moved to 30th Street. I talked BNSF into bringing a crew in and using our locomotive to move the cars across their
mainline to 30th Street. The crew showed up at 0700 on the 25th and took the cars to 30th.

Long nose forward a BNSF crew brought
the tank cars to 30th street and backed
them onto ADM property.

Right; David took this photo along south
Front Street. Obviously trains were not
allowed along these tracks. In the distance
is also the old NS yard under 8 to 10 feet of
water.

David wrote: “On 6/29/08 at about 0830 the BNSF Trainmaster called and informed me
that they were working on moving things back into W. Quincy to begin recovery efforts. BNSF
said they had to test some signals and check on clearances at the levee and needed a
locomotive (BJRY to the rescue again). I met the crew in our yard at 1100 and we proceeded
across the river.”

Eds Note: Remember the West Quincy
Levees held during the summer flood, but
there is still a lot of water. Here the BJRY
engine enters the north (east) end of the
yard under the signal bridge. The yard
was completely empty as you will soon
see in the aerial views. I particularly
wanted you to see this and another shot
David took below.

Right: This is a bridge you seldom get to see.
It is at what is known as the Mark Bottoms.
The crew edged the engines cross it to
Determine the safety of the structure. They
Feared the build-up debris from the Fabius
River.

Left: There’s about nine days difference in
when the picture at left and one above were
taken. The aerial view was shot on or about
June 20th. While there is a small build-up of
debris west or upriver of the bridge, it is
nothing compared to the shot taken by David.
That debris includes sticks, junk from fields,
tree limbs and anything else that will float.
David said there was some concern about
whether the bridge and track has shifted but
the BNSF decided to open the track to
Kansas City. It would be many more days
before the St. Louis line opened.

Left: Aerial view of the West Quincy BNSF
yard. It’s completely empty with not a
railroad car or vehicle in sight.

Right: A ground level shot I took
during the middle of the flood.
The solar panels used to charge
the batteries at each switch look
like silent sentinels on duty.

Left: the LaGrange MO. riverfront
In Mid-June with not a track
visible.

Left: this is the riverfront at Canton
MO. Taken the same day as the
other aerial photos. The only track
visible is that behind the levee. The
volunteers fought a great battle and
won keeping the water out of their
business district.
I wish I had a count on how many
train loads of gravel were used on
the K-line. Jeff Heine and Chuck
Fitch both commented on the huge
piles of gravel at West Quincy but I
failed to get a picture.

Right: Keokuk IA What looks like a
River steamer is the old Verity
Museum. The white small building to
Its left is the KJRY offices. The tank
Cars are full of corn syrup from
Roquette America. They also store
Cars on the BJRY at Quincy.

Left: Another view at Keokuk
taken just before the first
picture. The old Keokuk
Union Station is in the upper
right. I believe the tow at the
lower left is the Coast Guard
Cutter stationed at Keokuk. I
think the KJ had at least one
engine stored near the depot.

Right: This is the Burlington, IA
riverfront. The steam engine is
in the center and the covered
passenger areas are at leftcenter. I’m sorry I don’t have a
record of how long BNSF service was
was out at Burlington.

The Burlington Junction Railway operations in both Quincy and Burlington were down
for three weeks due to the flooding. Luckily no other BJRY operation was affected by high water. The
West Quincy yard of the BNSF was down almost the same amount of time. Actually the railroad
embargoed everything west (south) of 30th street in Quincy. The K line was down a lot longer due to
the numerous wash-outs along the line.

The Kansas City Southern line between Kansas City MO and Springfield IL Shut down
on June 15 and reopened to rail traffic at Louisiana MO the first Tuesday of July. Repairs on the lift
span took a lot longer which kept river traffic at a stand still south of Lock 20 at Saverton MO.

As I mentioned earlier the National Rail Passenger Service AMTRAK almost ceased
cross country operations for several reasons. The Southwest Chief, The California Zephyr a nd the
Empire Builder all became victims of high water.

This is the Carl Sandberg parked just east of the 30th street grade crossing in Quincy.
Both it and Illinois Zephyr tied up here while the 30th street embargo was in effect. Both trains operate
in push-pull mode. Sometimes they have two motors and sometimes one motor and a cabbage car.
This should do it and hopefully we won’t have another 500 year flood in another 15
years.
Reminder to all that we will have open house on November 8th and 9th that is
Saturday and Sunday. Saturday Noon to 5PM and Sunday Noon to 4PM. The Good Sams will
also have their Pancake and Sausage breakfast Saturday morning, so we may open just the
main layout a couple of hours early. Our carry-in party will be held at the home of Meg and
Chuck Fitch and a map will be available. Work nights to get ready for open house will begin
November 5th.

